OUTDOOR CEILING FANS

Founded in 1996, Monte Carlo Fan Company is a Generation Brands company, a leader and innovator in the lighting, electrical
wholesale, home improvement, home décor, and building industries. Monte Carlo specializes in trend inspired, fashion forward ceiling
fans and accessories in a wide variety of styles, sizes and finishes. Ceiling fans have changed throughout the years, but our
commitment to quality and unprecedented customer service has not.
Fashionable Design
Monte Carlo is proud to present you with the most comprehensive and trend-inspired product line in the history of the company. We
design ceiling fans that inspire and accessorize a room. From traditional or understated, to ornately decorative, influenced by fashion
trends or nature, there is a Monte Carlo fan for any décor, in any setting.
The Monte Carlo Fan Company is known for its exceptional manufacturing standards; yet it is the attention to design details that wins
the hearts of more Monte Carlo customers than others. Every element of the fan is considered a blank canvas for the design team –
every element is integrated into the design for complete aesthetics.
Exceptional Performance
Monte Carlo is dedicated to designing fans that are beautiful to look at and also engineering them to work efficiently, so that each
element is designed to contribute to exceptional performance and overall savings in energy costs. With powerful energy efficient motors
and blades that not only look good but ensure a whisper-quiet, optimal air movement, Monte Carlo has redefined the industry by
consistently raising the bar and enhancing lifestyle and room environments.
Unprecedented Service
Our customers are second to none, and our dedication to them matches that. We take delight in offering exceptional customer care and
strive to exceed customer expectations each and every time. With commitment to the future, employees from Coast to Coast and from
across the Globe all work together to deliver the very best in fans, lighting and service.

5CY60RB 60” Cyclone Collection - $299.00 ea

5WF52BK - $139.00 ea

5WS52RBD-L - $249.00 ea

5WF52WH - $139.00 ea

OUTDOOR CEILING FANS

5BY52RB - $299.00 ea

5SH54RBD-L - $279.00 ea

5GIR54RBD-L - $399.00 ea

